Room rate for the convention is $147.87 per night. This is the convention rate and includes NJ occupancy tax and Municipal tax for room charges, & sales tax. To get this rate, you must do the following:

1. Make your reservation using the following website link, however, do not put in a group code:

   MCL HOTEL WEB LINK

2. Or call, the phone reservations number is 1-609-936-4200. Be sure to tell them you are attending the Marine Corps League Convention.

   All reservations must be made with the hotel prior to May 20, 2022

Due to current conditions and regulations, there is no benefit to having all reservations paid through the Department. All Hotel reservations this year are the responsibility of the individuals attending. However, we have worked out the best deal with the Hotel that we could, so please use the link above. If the link above is not usable the full url is listed below and can be copied and pasted into a web browser. If neither are good for you, please call to make your reservations.


Check in time is 4:00 PM    --------    Check out time is 11:00 AM